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COUNCILS REMAIN UNITED
MINUTES OF U.W.S.C.
MEETING HELD NOV. 3
Attending:
Voting Representatives
John Beam (Eng.)
Paul Dirksen (Science)
Doug Evans (Science)
John Bratton (Eng.)
Garry Morton (Arts)
Glenn Hawley (Eng.)
John Erb (Arts)
Joe Carolin (St. Jerome's)

you expect the decision to be
made?
Answer (Dean Schaus): The
agreement with Western is going
on indefinitely unless either party
gives notice, which in the case of
the College, might be around June
30, 1960. However, by the first of
January, 1960, we should know
whether we'll go into federation

or not.
Joan Reesor (Arts)
Question: Are the. college stuArthur Pollack (Arts)
Philip Wallace (St. Jerome's) dents to be removed from the
Council?
Paul Koch (Eng.)
(Pab Machetzki): We
* * Dean* Schaus as Answer
members in affiliation with the
Buchanan
Jack
University of Western Ontario
John Garrow
Dr. Batke
cannot enter legally into dealings
Nick Hathway
Guest
Dr.
Pablo Machetzki Harold Brewer with another university, we canJohn Enns
Ausma Teigasts not vote legally on the constitution or hold office.
Bob Wyckham
The only solution appeared to
* * *
be a gentleman's agreement with
Jack Buchanan called the meetthe engineering and science stuing to order at 7.00 and explained
then sugthe situation he was in, an arts- dents. Jack Buchanan
gested that we have a co-ordinatman and president of the Univerto keep the Board of
sity of Waterloo Students' Coun- ing body
together, in an adPublications
cil (which in reality is made up
visory capacity.
of engineering and science stuQuestion (John Erb): What are
dents) while actually being enwe
going to do about the finances?
rolled at Waterloo University
(Jack Buchanan): The
Answer
College (which is separate from
Board of Pubs already had its
the University).
share of the student's fee. In
Dr. Batke: stated that the confact, a cheque had been handed
stitution in question had been
over to U.W.S.C., made up of the
drawn up last spring with the prestudent's $2.50 fee.
supposition that the two faculties
The positions of N.F.C.U.S. and
would unite in the fall.
W.U.S. were again brought up
Jack Buchanan: read the letter and at this time it was suggested
from Dr. Hagey which stated that that they would probably be two
with a few minor changes, the separate organizations or perhaps
constitution would soon be pre- be constituted as clubs. There was
sented to the board of governors. also the suggestion that the conDean Schaus was then called stitution should be tabled till a
upon to give the arts side of this later date.
matter. He said that the basis of
Dean Schaus: There is no objecthis entire constitution presumed tion to a co-ordinating committee
federation to be an accomplished but the finances would have to be
fact. He went on to say that the separated.
college was still affiliated with
Question (Engineering): Why
Western University and that it are the finances to be kept separhad obligations in that direction ate?
and that this obligation must be
Answer: Suppose that federa100%. In the process of negotiat- tion does not mature, then we are
ing with the University of Water- left on a limb and the money beloo, the bringing in of such a longs to the University.
Another suggestion was that
matter as the constitution, would
only aggravate the situation and the co-ordinating be done by the
will not help in any clear, un- two separate councils. However,
prejudiced
tions are in
be possible
ments and

way. While negotiaprogress it would not
to make any statethat we should wait
until this matter is settled; and in
due course make our own decisions in one way or another. He
concluded by saying that he did
not see why we could not carry
on as in the past, before federation is reached.
Dr. Batke: The work on the
constitution was carried on with
the presupposition that there
would be a federation this fall.
The council, University of Waterloo, will go on and it is regrettable
that federation has not occurred.
Now it is a question of the stu-

without the arts faculty being
legal, it was felt that there was

no point in having a University
Council or a co-ordinating body.
The position of St. Jerome's was
very much the same as the arts'
position, for they are not yet
federated with the university.
The question of why a vote was
desired on the constitution was
brought

out.

Jack

Buchanan

elusion reached as regards the
students' fees. Therefore there
was contradiction all along and
the article about the vote to be
taken on November 3, brought
this to a head.

Question: If this council carried
on as it has, who would stop it?
Answer: Pab could prevent arts
representatives from coming to
the meetings, if he secured a vote
of confidence from the students.
Question (Dean Schaus): Would
this group be unconstitutional as
a Co-ordinating committee with
Jack Buchanan as the chairman

OPEN LETTER
FROMPRES.HAGEY
The following is a statement of struction of the Arts subjects that
this University's administrative are part of the University's curripolicy as it applies to the current culum.
In general, it has been the decontroversy about a proposed constitution for a student council sire of the University to co-operconsisting of representatives from ate with the College and extend
this University and the two uni- to it the privileges that it would
versity colleges that have planned enjoy under a program of federafederation with the University.
tion.
A successful federation program
Spring
year
the
of
this
the
In
Legislature of the Province of On- will be dependent upon future co-

tario approved a private bill incorporating The University of
Waterloo. Appended to this bill,
and part of it, were two agreements, according to which Waterloo University College and The
and with representatives from University of St. Jerome's Colother groups on it and that they lege might become federated with
meet at regular times to discuss The University of Waterloo.
matters of mutual interest BUT
The Board of Governors of the
that the finances be kept separ- University, its administrators and
ate? As regards social functions, faculty have anticipated that a
how much would arts and engin- Federation of The University of
eers contribute? as for Board of Waterloo would come into being
Publications—how much could we reasonably soon.
get from the arts or engineers?
In harmony with this anticipaThey could take their problems to tion (and in spite of the fact
this committee to be straightened that there is now only one minor
out.
agreement in effect between the
Dr. Batke: The University exists University and the Colleges), the
and will have its student council University has been continuing to
if not today then tomorrow.
make its Science Faculty and faQuestion: Is there any objection cilities, its athletic instructors and
to having W.U.S.C. carry on as it facilities, available to the College
has been?

Answer: The arts have no obthe name of
jection except one
the body.
Therefore, Gary Morton moved
that the name of this body be
changed to the Councils of University of Waterloo, Waterloo
University College, and University of St. Jerome's College and
that it remain operating as a nonconstituted body until the administration calls for one. Seconded by John Erb. 11 in favor,
John Beam abstaining. Carried.
The question of what to do

—

students. Likewise, it has accepted the members of Waterloo University College Faculty for in-

trust

and

respect

ciates the co-operation received
from the Colleges to date, and
hopes that there will be an increasing sharing of interests as
work toward the completion of
federation continues.
The University is proud of the
work that has been done by the
students of the College and the
University, together with Faculty
representatives, in coming to

agreement on a constitution for
a student council. We are prepared to submit the constitution
as it has been drafted, with a few
minor changes, to our Board of
Governors for approval. We respect the autonomy of the College
administrators and Board to take
whatever action in this direction
they feel desirable.
J. G. Hagey, President.

$1,000 DONATION TO
DISASTER VICTIMS

In response to urgent requests
received from National WUS
committees in India, Japan and
Korea, World University Service
of Canada has launched an emergency appeal for aid to thousands
about the ballots which had been of students who are suffering as
taken by the out-quarter of en- a result of the havoc created in
gineering students on the pro- recent weeks by severe floods, cyclones and typhoons. To initiate
posed constitution came up.
John Bratton then moved that this appeal, WUSC made $1,000
the ballots already taken on the available immediately for assistproposed constitution be disposed ance to students in these stricken
of, without being counted, in any areas. Students in every Canadian
manner which the president of university are being urged to rethis body saw fit. The motion was spond generously to local fund
first withdrawn, then, after some campaigns so that this token confurther discussion was remade tribution can be substantially inand seconded by Paul Koch. Ab- creased.
stentions—Gary Morton and John
Due to the disruption of comBeam, the rest were in favor of munications, the extent of dethe motion. Carried.
vastation in these three countries
Question: Is the administration cannot yet be accurately estiof the college concerned about a mated, but enough information
co-ordination of activities or vot- has already been received to indiing on something which says cate the gravity of the situation.
University of Waterloo. If the
In India, floods and cyclones
vote is held off till January would that are more severe than any in
this be suitable or is the adminisrecent history have ravaged Astration interested in splitting sam,
Kashmir and West Bengal.
apart this body?
In Assam, more than 1,000 square
Answer (Dean Schaus): First
miles of land have been engulfed
concern was the taking of the by floods, affecting well over ten
vote, the implications of which are million people, while in West
very serious and beyond the Bengal there are two million
understanding of the people here; victims.
The
is

stated that the only reason for
holding it was to see whether or
not the students would back it.
As it is, the vote was considered
undesirable by the Waterloo College Administration. Then too,
Pab Matchetzki wished to have
power over the artsmen's fees.
Question (John Bratton): But
dents of the college withdrawing.
If you are going to be separate, does he not realize that he is get- second,' equitable distribution of
ting the short end of the stick?
then you should be separate.
the finances.
Jack Buchanan: What will hapGary Morton: Yes.
It was moved by Paul Koch and
Due to misunderstanding and
pen to the Board of Publications,
seconded by Gary Morton that
N.F.C.U.S., W.U.S.? There is much inexperience, the minutes of the one of the council representatives,
more to consider than our own last meeting had not been sent to Jack Buchanan, speak to Dr.
the administration and therefore
students' council.
(Continued page 3, col. 3)
Question (Engineers): When do it was not advised of the con-

operation,

among Boards, administrators, faculties, staffs, and students of all
parties in the federation program.
The University greatly appre-

Government

faced with an enormous task of
rehabilitation, and aid has been
solicited from non-official sources,
organization and private individuals.
The plight of students in these

areas is

desperate,

University Service has a vital role
to play in providing them with
grants or scholarships, purchasing
text-books, and supplying other
personal requirements, so that
their studies may not be seriously
disrupted.
In Japan it is estimated that
over 5,500 professors and students
have been affected by floods
which have destroyed more than
125,000 homes. Epidemics of dysentery and typhus have broken
out in the wake of tidal waves,
creating an immediate need for
medical supplies. Clothing and
foodstuffs have also been requested.

World University Service of
Canada has commended the Canadian government for its recent
action in sending $20,000 to Japan,
and has acknowledged its own
obligation to the university community of Japan, since governmental action cannot provide for
particular attention to be given to
students.

In Korea, many lives have been
lost and property damage is extensive. More than half the students studying in Seoul come
from the districts hit by typhoons,
and will be forced to abandon
their studies unless aid is quickly
forthcoming.

World University Service of
Canada will be joined by National
WUS committees throughout the
world in extending sympathy and
material assistance to the disaster
and World victims of Asia.

...
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CO-ED
CORNER

We are all aware of the fact, that the scheduled federation
of Waterloo College with the University of Waterloo, has not
occurred. There has been much controvery and discussion
given to this problem by the students of both institutions.
This issue of the Cord should outline the situation insofar as
student government is concerned. From the administrative
point of view, one should remember that Waterloo University
College is separate from the University of Waterloo. Fate,
however, has placed us a few blocks apart.
Negotiations between the Administrations of Waterloo
University College and the University of Waterloo are in
effect. The "effectiveness" of the negotiations is another

Have you not been impressed
by the friendliness and informality of Waterloo College? Several
students who have at one time or

question.
Should Waterloo University College decide not to federate with the University of Waterloo, and also cease its affiliation with the University of Western Ontario, then Waterloo
Lutheran University would use its full degree granting
powers. The "Tale of Two Universities" would result.
One can imagine the problems which would follow;
especially at the student level. Advertising for publications
would be separately solicited. Representatives from the University of Waterloo and Waterloo Lutheran University would
be knocking on the merchants' doors. A few people may, for
some reason, become confused. Facilities for student activities
would become a definite problem. Student attitudes would
regress to the previous level of "Arts" against "Engineering
and Science". Eventually the University of Waterloo would
In the past few weeks it has
establish its own Arts College and the effect of this upon the
been brought to my attention that
enrollment at Waterloo University College might prove in- there is growing
concern, anxiety

another attended Western University have commented to us on this
very thing. The Torque Room is
a good illustration. Here students
of both sexes, all years, different
faculties, tend to mix, exchange
greetings, joke, and converse.

In the lunch room or dining hall
at Western, the situation appears
to be reversed. Apparently you
wouldn't dream of sitting down
with a casual acquaintance even
if you knew that he was in one
of your classes. The sophomores
associate with sophomores. Every-

one is rather reserved and formal.
The size of Waterloo College
(University, University College or
whatever it happens to be —we
still haven't figured it out) is an
important factor. Perhaps our informality in dress (comparatively
speaking) is another factor which
known as the Councils of the encourages this unique spirit of
University of Waterloo, Water- friendliness. As for us, we don't
loo University College and the care what factors are involved,
University of St. Jerome's Col- what forces are behind the
lege. We will continue to oper- "warmth" of this college, we just
ate on the non-constituted body hope that whatever they are, they
until such time as the Board of will continue for this year, the
Governors makes a definite next, and the next.
statement as to its decision.
Now, we may have exaggerated
a little in the body of this ediPablo Machetzki.
torial but it is in all sincerity that
we say we have been impressed
by the friendliness and informalCIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
ity of Waterloo College.

Letters To The Editor

teresting.
and misunderstanding among
If the present negotiations involve only politics, power Arts students as to our position
and prestige on the part of those concerned, it is necessary here at Waterloo University Col-

to submit that their thinking should focus on higher goals, lege. In an effort to clarify our
position the following information
easily gained through an objective approach.
is put forward:
A unified centre of higher learning was planned for,
donated to, and counted upon by citizens of this region and 1. Waterloo University College is
affiliated with the Univerelsewhere, to say nothing of the students. What happened? still of
Western
We

The Cord

sity
Ontario.
are
not in any way, shape or form,
connected with the University
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CUES FROM CONRAD

Geraldine Duquette
seeking 600 university graduates
Some excitement in the dorm
for continuing employment and
Students' Council meeting, vote 1200 under-graduates and post- was caused very early last Sunlegally to give authority, power, graduate students for summer day morning by the fire at St.
or control of funds to a work.
John's Church. On seeing the
University Students' Council.
from an upstairs
conflagration
At the graduate level, students
We may however work together
of the girls in
required from virtually all window, several
are
under a non-constitutional body
their bleary-eyed three a.m. state
faculties but mainly from arts
composed of Waterloo Univertook it to be only a few doors
and commerce, engineering and
sity College, University of
and were seriously conaway
agricultural science. Among these
Waterloo and the University of
sidering packing in preparation
are approximately 120 engineers,
St. Jerome's College students.
for a hasty evacuation of the hall.
100 agricultural scientists and
We must, therefore, be prepared
On Tuesday morning we inabout 200 arts and commerce
to function as an autonomous
dustriously
sampled chunks of
graduates for assignment to varorganization until we have a ious classes.
fudge and packaged the remaindefinite statement about our
ing crumbs for the Phi Delta Pi
There is also a need for a con- candy sale. The specimen of
future from the Board of
siderable number of young people
questionable palatability, deliverGovernors of Waterloo Uniwith a background in mathematics
ed by a member of the senior resiversity College.
and physics for training in metedence,
remained unwrapped due
2. We should not expect this de- orology.
to their liquid qualities, but not
cision to be reached for at least
The recruiting program for the
unsampled by the more daring
another month, therefore any administrative classes, such as
testers among us.
stories or rumours which one foreign service officers and junior
To boost our morale on a dreary
may hear concerning a swift administrative officers, and for

merger or affiliation with one
University or another should be
taken only as stories or rumours. No hasty decision will be
made since there are several
possibilities open to our board,
and since the pros and cons of
each of these possibilities must
be carefully
examined and

weighed.

BEAUTIFUL SOLITAIRE AND
MATCHING WEDDING BAND

Ottawa, October 30—The Civil
Service Commission announced
today the federal government is

November afternoon our housecivil, electrical and mechanical mother thoughtfully provided us
engineers is now under way. with two
enormous platters of
Other classes, and summer staff,
savoury doughnuts. Since then
will be recruited later.
our plea has been not "Rain, rain,
As the first step in its program go
away", but "come again some
the Commission is sending senior
other day"!
officers to the universities to describe the needs and acquaint the
students with conditions of gov- PHI DELTA PI

ernment employment.
The starting salaries for grad3. The Arts Students' Council
uates vary from class to class
(Waterloo University College)
depending on the academic specis in the process of drawing up
required. For the most
ialization
a constitution which will enable part, graduates
in arts and comit to operate under the condiwill be offered about $350
merce
tions set down above. This
a month, engineers about $400.
constitution should be ready by Some students
with post graduate
approximately the end of Novtraining in the sciences will get
ember at which time it will be up
to $500 a month.
presented to the students and
The under-graduates hired for
the Board of Governors for
summer work will receive from
approval.
$245 to $305 a month depending
4. Since we are aware of the un- on the amount of university
constitutional status of a Uni- training they have had and reversity Students' Council, and lated experience. Some students
because we feel that the lack of seeking post-graduate degrees
some sort of co-ordinating body will get more than that.
would definitely hinder activiAmong the 1200 to be employed
ties at Waterloo University next summer will be approxiCollege, the University of Wat- mately 300 under-graduates in
erloo, and the University of St. engineering, 150 in geology, 250
Jerome's College, the Arts in agriculture and 120 in forestry.
Students' Council has agreed to Many of them will be engaged on
sit on a non-constitutional body field work and survey parties.

Betty Lyn Boyle

Well girls, we made a good
twenty-five dollars from our
Fudge Sale! This will help to-

wards the bursary we want to
donate. Of course, if anyone has
any more suggestions about raising money for this cause, Dale

Perrin will be glad to hear them.

"Games Night" on Wednesday,
18, is one date you
won't want to miss. This is going
to be one of your best chances
to get to know the girls who are
November

sharing your college experience.
This promises to be an opportunity for a lot of gabbing so you
will certainly want to be there (in
case we talk about you)! Seriously, it is going to be a lot of fun.
Avanall Grant and Andrene
Shearer have a terrific program
planned. This will be followed by
refreshments in Conrad Hall. See
you on Wednesday at 8.00 p.m.
sharp in the Dining Hall!
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ENGINEWS
To Eat, Or Not To Eat?
eat; that is the The college student must needs
bear
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind Because he depends on others
For his meals? Who else would
to suffer
bear our burdens,
The pains and aches of seething
To grunt and groan because of a
indigestion;
meal
Or to take arms against the dirty
prospect is a fate, true,
Whose
dishes
To eat or not to

question:

..
..
. . .. ..

.. .

worse than death,
crowded cafeterias from
To ache
To pain
whose bourn
No more; and by revolt to say we The student does not return
end
but rather a man,
The stomach aches and the thou- Sick, paining,
despairing, the
need for food,
sand shocks
Our gullets are heir to,
. 'tis That sustenance of life no one can
a revolt
do without?
Is it malnutrition that doth make
Devoutly to be wished. To eat
us weak,
to enjoy
Too cowardly to overcome the
To enjoy! Hah 'tis a dream:
wrongs
ay 'tis a rub
Against our gentlest stomachs and
That is needed to cleanse these
our tastes?
dishes which
But soft, is this a dagger which
When they have sloughed off this
I see before me?
filth and grime
Come
let me clutch thee
Must give us joy. There's an asargh!
pect
'Tis but a greasy steak-knife late
That makes calamity of college
returned
life:
From the locker in which it once
For who would bear the aches
was lodged.
and pains of meals,
Ah, the fates do but mock us
The dishwasher's wrongs, the
still,
dishes grime,
Carry on Cafeteria and may thy
The pangs of indigestion, the
sins be remembered.
cook's
Gary Lambert,
Abortion, and the everlasting
pains.
Enginews' Editor.
And by opposing end them?

...

The

..

...

..

Career Opportunities
For Engineers
Before looking at the career opportunities for today's engineer,
we should realize that an engineer
needs such characteristics as independence, deep concentration,
well-rounded personality, and a
sense of accurate observation. We
might also notice that he is a

sion and the ultimate use of this
power. There are a great number
of opportunities in the electrical
field. He might specialize in computing and recording machines,
radio, television and remote control apparatus, improvements to
electrical welding, the telephone,
person who has built a career of or lighting or solar energy, batanalysis and synthesis out of teries, convertors and heating and
many years study in mathematics air-conditioning. The electrical
and sciences.
engineer might also find opporThe civil engineer is one who tunities in other aspects of the
such as teledeals with the designing, con- communications field
electrical
graph,
waves,
wireless
struction and maintenance of puband teletypewriters.
lic works such as roads, bridges, telephony,
The chemical engineer who
tunnels and canals. He is keenly
interested in materials for con- might find opportunities in the
improvement of foods, food prestruction and the stresses and
strains which will act on finished servation, fertilization or sugar
objects, be it bridges, skyscraper industry. He might also derive
or tunnel. His career opportuni- new soaps, explosives, petroleum
ties lie in fields such as all as- fractions, artificial fabrics, papers,
pects of highway, waterway and paints, glasses, plastics, metals
railway construction, water sup- and alloys. He can by research
ply and sewage disposal, airports produce new types of steel for

rocket nose cones, or new types
of rubber which will wear longer
The mechanical engineer deals or stretch better, or snap back
with the designing of machines into their original shape faster
for transportation, the manufac- after stretching.
ture of articles, and the manufacMining and metallurgical engiture of machines which serve man neering offers opportunities to
for his convenience. An example those who are interested in exof this last section is air-condi- ploration and geology to certain
a
tioning. The mechanical engineer degree. The mining of coal and
designs and supervises the con- the preparation of coal for marstruction of power plants, vehicles ket, the mining of metals such as
of all types, and refrigeration iron, copper, and aluminum ore,
units. His career opportunities the mining of uranium, mine apmay be found in the fields of praisal, assaying and the producplant operation and control, per- tion of allosy are some of the opfection of the internal-combustion
portunities awaiting the mining
type engine, aeronautics including engineer.
rockets and missiles, automatic
Other types of engineers such
machines and atomic power inas traffic engineers, and engineercluding atom smashers, artificial ing physicists have equal career
radioactivity and atomic and hy- opportunities waiting for them.
drogen bombs.
The future and its opportuniThe electrical engineer concerns ties await us when we have decidhimself with the designing, con- ed upon our specialized engineerstruction and operating of elec- ing career and have completed
trical apparatus for generation of our formal education.
John Robson las-4
electrical power, power transmisand water-control dams.
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MEMORIES OF ABDUL
Part m
Abdul vs. The MUD

On the third day following the
tragic disappearance of the cafe-

"After BIG M-Ike kicked me
out of his office for sugggesting
that automatic steel mill, I began
to think that perhaps I had started
my engineering career by tackling
a problem that was just too much
If a stranger were to ask me for my ability. I next turned to
what I like best at Waterloo, I a problem that was just a little
would have to sit back and think more down to earth. To be exact,
for a while.
I volunteered my expert services
Would it be the Chemistry labs? to the Napoleon Engineering
Perhaps the wonder and surprise School, to attempt to solve their
of adding acids to unknown ma- mud problem.
terials, watching the contents of
Since I wanted to get a firstthe beaker hit the ceiling, weigh- hand look at the problem, I urged
ing the remains and finding I my father to use a month of his
have a 99.9% error could be wages as a steel-worker to send
termed my best activity. But al- me to the school for a six year
though it is interesting, I would period. This was quickly accomnot say that it was my favourite. plished, and I set out, a week
What about the Physics labs? later, in an old Arab's sailing ship
What are interesting subjects for to try to reach Mudville, Canada,
building an site of the school. The trip would
a young engineer
ammeter! It was the first time I have gone very well had it not
had ever attempted to build such been for that fool Arab's continual
a delicately accurate instrument. jabbering about falling off the
I enjoyed it immensely when the edge of the world. What a charachot wire came into contact with ter! Any fool, including me,
the pine-wood base, because a knows that the world is an oblate
few minutes later, the entire lab spheroid, or an egg shape. Come
was filled with billows of smoke. to think of it, the comparison with
Yes indeed, it was interesting, al- an egg is very appropriate: The
though I still can't figure out why world has a thin shell, and inside
Professor Davies wanted me to it's really rotten. However, the
turn off the switch! However, I little old Arab and his quaint
don't think I would term this as fears were amusing, and I arrived
in Mudville, in high spirits.
my favourite either.
Could it be the sports? There
After recovering from the iniis nothing more wonderful than tial shock of seeing those beautisitting in the bleachers with a ful buildings surrounded like
girl in one hand and a mickey ships in a fog, by that sea of
in the other, all three of us watch- brown ooze, I began to notice
ing those silly artsmen getting certain strange phenomonae consmeared by the fellows from Onnected with this particular type
tario Agricultural College. True, of mud. For instance, I dropped
this is a very happy occasion but a pencil from a third story winit rates below one other activity. dow of the physics building, and
Yes, there are many appealing carefully noted where it landed.
activities at U. of W., the labs, Upon further investigation, I
the sports, the various clubs. found a small hole in the earth,
However, the one that I like best approximately the diameter of
—especially in certain dull lec- the pencil which was dropped.
ture periods—is that blessed in- This hole extended a depth of
activity called sleep.
four feet into the mud. This inRay Hoffman l-AS-2 trigued me,, for if a light object
ED. Note: Silly Engineers were like a pencil could plunge that far
also on the team smeared by into the mud, what would happen
O.A.C.
to a heavier object. This experiment also brought me to realize
that if the entire student body
were to assemble in the physics
(Continued from page 1)
Hagey on behalf of the students building at one time, and if they
asking to withhold presenting the happened to stamp their feet at
proposed
constitution
to the one time, the entire building
Board of Governors until some would sink from sight in about
decision has been made between eight seconds. I quickly formuthe administrations of Waterloo lated a plan by which I could
University and Waterloo Univer- further study this malignant mud.
If I could obtain a volunteer, I
sity College. Carried.
The only other matter of im- could have him jump off the roof
mediate attention was the spon- of the building, holding one end
soring of Circle X annual Christ- of a one thousand foot rope. Thus,
mas banquet. Moved by John Erb I could determine how deep the
and seconded by John Beam that mud was (certainly not more than
we invite the Circle X to go ahead one thousand feet) and how it was
with their Christmas banquet. 11 composed. The volunteers were
in favor and 1 against. Carried. presented more quickly than I
Moved by John Erb and second- had dared to hope. It seems that
ed by John Beam that the meeting the cafeteria staff happened to
be closed and another meeting be come my way while they were
held a week from this one and trying to escape from an angry
that we endeavor then to finish off lynch mob, and they agreed to do
anything I said in return for a
the rest of the minutes.
Before this vote was taken Bob hiding place. Little did they, or I,
Wyckham made a vote of thanks know what was about to happen.
to the students of the University At the designated hour, I tied
of Waterloo and of the College for them firmly together, and pushed
their support of Treasure Van.
them over the side of the buildThe motion was put to vote and ing. They disappeared almost immediately into the mud and the
was accepted unanimously.
Jack Buchanan, President. rope began reeling out at a fanAusma Teigasts, Secretary. tastic rate. One hundred
two
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hundred
three hundred
nine hundred .
gone!!
Needless to say, this accident
was a real blow to my research.
However, I could now draw certain definite conclusions which
would help me in my anti-mud
campaign: (1) the mud was too
deep to be removed by any practical method; (2) a supporting
structure of piles driven into the
bed rock was almost impractical,
since it was apparently impossible
to find bed rock.

teria staff, a real disaster occurred: three cars disappeared
from the roadside near annex
two. All that could be seen as
evidence of their disappearance

were three holes extending out
of sight into the depths of the
slime. Since the cars belonged to

Mr. Seegmiller, the dean of sci-

ences, and Mr. Axford, who was
there on a goodwill tour, I was
urged to begin immediate antimud procedures.
Since mud consists of a mixture
of earth, water, cars, and people,
the obvious step to take to eliminate the mud was to remove one
or more of the components. I considered the people and cars to be
impurities, so they were allowed
to remain. Attempting to drain
the water from the site was not
thought to be necessary, since the

construction company concerned
had done an efficient job of providing more than the adequate
number of drainage exits on the
campus, so, I turned to other
methods of keeping the water
away from this section of the
earth.
Several industries which were
contacted, offered solutions which,
of course made use of their products. The most notable of these
were presented by the local plastics company, which offered to
erect a plastic shield over the entire campus, and the British Bumbershoot Company, which offered
a similar plan, with the exception
that their product be used instead
of plastic. Both of these plans
were ruled out for obvious reasons. Finally, I was forced to
adopt a method suggested by
Marine Outfitters, of Bath, England. This long-established firm
will start construction next
spring, on large pontoons which,
it is hoped, will give the buildings
sufficient buoyancy to remain
above the mud until the university can be floated to a more suit-

able site."

Abdul ben Sonnagun.

Swan Cleaners
Limited
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DRY CLEANING
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By the time this article is available to the sympathetic student
body, the Arts Engineers' game
will be history. If all goes well
it should be as great a success as
last year. I for one think that
there should be far more of this
kind of inter-faculty competition.
Last year the game turned out
to be a very pleasant surprise for
me. When I went to the stadium,
it was indeed gratifying to see
more than a handful of fans. During the entire game there was a
continuous chorus of cheers and
shouts. Everyone assembled was
having a good time; the final score
seemed to be both a compliment
to the winners as well as to the
losers. In fact, many were very
impressed with the boys from
down under who lost by only
seven points to a squad made up
largely of varsity players.
This year, the spectacle, for it
certainly can be called such,
should be even better with the
elimination of these varsity players. It wouldn't surprise me that,
by the time this edition hits the
confines of the Torque Room, the
engineers will have won this

fault, Frosh "A" won over Pre
Eng by default while both JrsSrs and Pre Eng defaulted in their
tilt.
Hockey action provided some
interesting play at the Waterloo
Arena Thursday night with Eng

ple will have enjoyed themselves.
More important, there will be an
increase of inter-factulty competition that will help to make us
a true University. The United
Appeal will benefit from the
joust.
Let us hope that the competi-

WATERLOO vs. O.A.C.
Ontario Agricultural College
Redmen clinched the championship of the Ontario Intercollegiate
Conference on Saturday with a
28 9 win over Waterloo College
Mules. The O.A.C. Redmen will

-

I B serving notice of their power
with a 9-0 victory over Frosh "B".
Frosh "A" eked out a 3-2 decision over Eng 2 A while Pre
Eng and Eng I A's battled to a

4-4 tie.

Games slated for next Monday,
Nov. 16 in basketball are Eng 1 A
vs. Pre Eng and Eng 1 B vs. Jr.-Sr
at 8 p.m., Eng 2 A vs. Sophs and
Frosh A vs. Frosh B at 9 p.m.,
and Eng 1 A 's vs. Jr-Sr and Eng
1 A vs. Soph at 10 p.m.
In hockey action Thursday

night Eng "A" meets Eng 1 A at
9 p.m., Eng. 2 B meets Pre Eng at
10 p.m. and Frosh A meets Frosh
B at 11 p.m.
Athletic representatives for the
various classes are asked to make
sure they have their teams lined
up and on hand for their assigned

games.
A prediction closes this column.
I can say without tongue in cheek
that this year's varsity curling
year's contest.
team will retain their inter-colleWhatever the outcome may be,
giate championship. Don't let me
the fact remains that many peodown gentlemen!

tion which exists now grows on
this campus until it takes in all
aspects of sport. Let us see an
advance in activity until it engulfs curling, golf, tennis, track
and all the other fields that aren't
included now.
I note that the hockey team
held their first practice the other
day. I wasn't down to the "icebox" but I noticed a few of the
veterans hobbling around next
day. It seems that the team is a
bit weak in spots; goaltending for
one. Perhaps last year's fans can
think of some other spots.
Intramural sporting activities
got into full swing last week
with the hockey and basketball schedules opening Monday
and Thursday nights. In Monday's basketball tilts, three out
of six games were defaulted due
to lack of organization of the various teams, but in the games that
were played Eng I A defeated
Eng 2 A 55-12, Eng 1 B defeated
Frosh "A" 41-18 while the Frosh
"B" won their game 28-22 over
Eng 1 A.
In the defaulted games Eng 1
A's won over the Sophs by dc-

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS
They

make this
paper

possible!

-

travel to Halifax to meet the
champions of the Nova Scotia
League, November 21, for the first
playoff between the two groups.
O.A.C. led 7-0 in the first quarter and it was 28-0 in the fourth
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"NO TIME ON NEARLY NEWS
SINBAD BRITTLE
MY HANDS"
By

If someone were to be so bold
as to say, "There aren't enough
hours in a Waterloo day," he
would probably be surrounded by
a mob of angry students ready
to hang him from the nearest tree.
If you should find yourself in
such a predicament, you had best
explain yourself in the following
manner and be quick in doing so.
"But fellows," you could stammer, "I agree that our superiors
are allowed too much time to try
to cram unfamiliar knowledge into the limited space allotted for
it in our short memories and also
that they have too much opportunity to delve into mysterious
fields that are far beyond our
ability to comprehend. But let
me ask you this. Do you go home
at night and find you can sit
down and leisurely do the work
that has been assigned to you and
when it is finished, do you find
time for a few hours of leisure,
let's say seeing a movie uptown
or explaining to your girl why
you got drunk over the week-

end?"
"I would say it was an unusual
student indeed who found this
description of his afterschool activities accurate. As for the majority of us, we never find ourselves without work to do and if
we should chance to indulge in
idle pastimes such as those mentioned, we are doing so at the
expense of our studies. The reward for this neglect comes at
the end of the quarter when you
glance over your exam paper
trying to find a question you
know how to answer."
"So in this respect, I say there
aren't enough hours in the latter
part of the day to compensate for
the hours that are too many in
the earlier part of the day. As
a result, many a student finds
himself walking about in a cloud
of frustration saying to himself,
T wonder where I can find a
steady job when they kick me out

quarter before Waterloo hit the
score sheet. The Redmen eased
their pressure, then the always
potent Mules' Defense led by Rosenburg and Aru tackled Hume
behind his line for a safety touch.
Later in the fourth quarter Yarof this institution."
mey hit "Cy" Weber for a 20 yard
pass and a touchdown making the
score 28-9.
HONEST SAM'S
The 9 points the Mules scored
King St. North
Waterloo
against the Redmen were the
Pants are My Business
most points scored against them
in one game this year.
Pantabulous Prices!
GIRLS' ATHLETIC
ACTIVITIES
Any girls interested in exercises, exercises, and more exercises are invited to attend basketball practices Mondays and

-

Thursdays from 7.00 to 8.00 p.m.
(If you are interested in basketball, come out about 6.30 p.m.)

UNDERGRADUATE
SOCIETY
The administration has brought
to the attention of the Undergraduate Society chairman the
fact that students are booking
rooms and facilities without clearance through the Undergraduate
Society. Would clubs and groups
on campus please note that any
facilities or rooms must be cleared
through the Undergraduate Soci-

ety chairman, Jim Neeb, in order
to be made available.

BLAYNEY PHARMACY
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE
Your Closest Drug Store

SH. 2-2672

November 13, 1959

Following last week's article, ful as a scarcity of performers is
Sophs,
some people have been express- hampering rehearsals.
ing their views with regard to the Juniors and Seniors are reluctant
dining hall problem. Here are to participate. They remember
some of the printable opinions:
the chaos which reigned at last
Joe Puke (Honours Barfing). year's rehearsals, when so much
"I think the food is terrific. It time was needlessly wasted. Jim
gives me a lot of practical experi- Neeb, however, insists that things
are organized this year, so anyence in my subject."
Isaac Himmel (Honours Sauer- body with an urge for stardom
kraut). "Der food reminds me of should participate without further
my vife.
She couldn't cook delay. Where's all the reported
talent in the Freshman Class?
either."
Seems some immature idiots are
Bertha Crudd (Honours Economics). "I would enjoy the phoning Conrad Hall in the early
meals more if they gave Green hours of the morning and then
offering ridiculous excuses for doStamps."
ing so. Mrs. Binhammer, the
Erbie John (Kitchener's Amhousemother, is a very congenial
"Oh, I
bassador to Waterloo)
person, but nobody likes to be
think it's so delightfully non ■ U. compelled
to answer a phone at
Ted Timber (Restaurant Opera- 2:30 a.m. Have some considerator) "It's the greatest."
tion guys, and lay off these childThe visit of the National Ballet ish pranks.
Company to the Twin Cities inThis column originated in Mugspired the dorm boys to hold their sy's Pool Room.
own exhibition of terpsichore, the
only difference being that the Willison Hall presentation was a waBREATHE ON
ter sequence. Three solo performances were given in the
THIS SPACE
fourth floor bathtub and then the
IF IT TURNS BLACK,
"piece dc resistance" followed
early on Sunday morning when a
CLEAN YOUR TEETH
plumber and an artsman pooled
their efforts for a delightful "Pas
Everything in Photography
dc Deux". Both these characters
drew raves from the assembled
EDDIE BLACK'S
critics, mainly because the numCAMERA STORES
ber was so well dressed and the
8
Water
St. N.
SH. 3-7122
tub was so full.
Kitchener
There is a possibility that the
boys of Willison Hall may have
a curling rink this year. The
Rent-A-Car
Dickensian attitude of the third
floor crew is persisting, and their
73 Frederick St.
"Great Expectorations" are acKITCHENER
cumulating. As soon as ice condiSH. 3-1407
tions are known, teams will be
selected. In the meantime, keep

.

.

—

-

Hertz

spitting.

The Mules took their usual
beating last week, even though
they did score nine points. Why
not use Seagram Stadium as a
Parking Lot instead of a chopping block for a bunch of outclassed athletes?
This would
benefit more people and save
some of them the embarrassment
of watching the local boys being
humiliated.
The status of the P. & G. show
at the moment is somewhat doubt-
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72 King South

Waterloo

GRAND GRILL
WATERLOO

We specialize in Chinese dishes
10 King St. S.
SH. 3-3404
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It pays to walk an extra

block
a

— for

"Delicious Meal"

ATTRACTIVE CAREERS in FEDERAL PUBLIC
SERVICE for
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION OFFICERS

Junior Administrative Officers
Economists and Statisticians
Dominion Customs Appraisers
Trade and Commerce Officers
Finance Officers

Foreign Service Officers for
Citizenship and Immigration,
External Affairs, Trade and

Commerce.
Archivists

These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities for
advancement and generous fringe benefits.

STARTING SALARIES $4140 AND $4200
Undergraduates in their final year of study are invited to apply
but appointment will be subject to graduation. Students from
all faculties are eligible to compete.

WRITTEN EXAMINATION, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14
Details regarding the examination, application forms and descriptive
folders now available from
PROF. H. OVERGAARD
ROOM 212 ARTS BUILDING

—

OR

Compliments of

Cvp 9

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

If you write to Ottawa, please specify the classes in which you are
interested and quote competition 60-2650.

